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Loxwood Football Club
 
A lot of work has been going on in the background to further develop the
Club infrastructure and ground work has begun on some outside toilets to
ease congestion in the clubhouse and make the match experience more
comfortable. This is only the beginning of a larger project however which will
provide a new pitch fence surround and new dugouts. This work will take
place at the end of this current season so there is still plenty to do and yet
more funds need to be collected and further grants applied for.
 
We obviously need all the help we can get with projects such as this so if you
can spare any time or indeed provide required funding please talk to a
member of our committee. Remember this is a club for everyone and the
whole community benefits from it so please come forward if you feel you can
help in any way.

Loxwood FC   
 
A place for relief!                                           
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Chairman

 
Mark Lacey

 

We are very proud to have one
of the best pitches in the SCFL
and indeed across the County. 
 
All this development takes a lot
of work and dedication by our
committee, sponsors and
general helpers - I really can't
thank them enough...you have
to remember it's not only about
the football it's about a
family...our football family!
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Loxwood FC   
 SPONSOR A PLAYER

Directly sponsor your favourite player and have 
your name, brand or logo displayed on our website, in the
matchday programmes and social media alongside your
chosen player. 
 
 
 
MOTM (Spectators Man of the Match) 
Chosen for every game. Your logo on Social Media results for
the season.

First Team and U23 Players
£50

 
 

MOTM 
£250







First Team Manager 
Alex Walsh 

 





Manager: Anthony Storey
Assistant Managers: Bailo Camara & Shaun Loft
Coach: Andy Hales
Physio: Sorcha Berriman  Kit Manager: Graham Sullivan
 

THE OAKMEN



AFC Uckfield Town pulled off one of the biggest upsets in
the first two months of the SCFL Premier Division season as
they beat second-placed Lancing on their home turf, with
Matt Maclean’s 15th minute goal proving decisive as the
Uckers ended the Lancers’ 20-game unbeaten run over 90
minutes, reports Will Hugall.In a game where neither side
had more than a single great chance, the Uckers’ perfectly-
executed game plan had the effect of harrying and
restricting the Lancers in possession, a pattern that held
throughout and secured victory after an error had enabled
Maclean to score.The Uckers’ intentions were clear in the
early stages, with Lancing unable to build on an early sight
of goal for debutant Brad Santos, who was denied by a
strong tackle from Tayler Maddock, when they were
repeatedly forced backwards in possession.That desire to
keep the ball would mean the Lancers made mistakes, and
one misplaced pass saw Richie Welch win possession and
Dee Okojie find Bailo Camara with a cross, with Camara
heading down onto the outside of the post.The resulting
goal kick saw the Lancers defence gift possession to Liam
Baitup, whose quick-thinking pass gave Matt Maclean space
to run in the six-yard box, and with the finish across Taylor
Seymour into the bottom left corner an easy one, Maclean
gave the Uckers a 15th minute lead.Uckfield were the side
with their tail up after the goal, and minutes later Camara
found Baitup in space with a pinpoint cross from the right,
only for Alex Bygraves to come across and deny a clear shot
at goal. 

The Oakmen - A Fine Victory

AFC UCKFIELD TOWN



While more than holding their own, a moment of Uckers
indiscipline almost cost them dearly before the end of the
half, as Baitup was sin-binned for protests against an offside
decision.(Ed...blimey that's a rarity!) The Uckers had the
better opportunity in the ensuing ten minutes, as Ellis
Cormack’s attempted long-range lob on Seymour bounced
just wide after Mo Juwara’s cross was cleared, and,
temporarily levelling the numbers, the Lancers’ James
Rhodes also received a sin bin in the final notable act of the
half. While Rhodes’ short second-half absence was fortune
not to result in another Uckfield goal as Juwara prevented
Dee Okojie shooting from a Maclean through-ball, the hosts
were soon back on top after the break, and began to carry
more threat. Every pass that the hosts began to complete
saw them gain confidence, and the pressure that built up
should have soon resulted in an equaliser, only for superb
last-ditch Uckers defending to charge down top goalscorer
Lewis Finney’s exasperated effort; the striker unable to find a
gap after a neat one-two with Rhodes, and Phil Hawkins
collecting. 
 
With a number of Uckfield fouls enough to put the hosts off
while being undeserving of any further punishment, time
was rapidly diminishing for the Lancers to create anything of
substance. The Uckers could finally run down the clock to
secure an unbelievable victory.

The Oakmen - Contd.

AFC UCKFIELD TOWN





Alex Walsh - First Team Manager
 

WALSHIE SAYS

Loxwood manager Alex Walsh insisted 
he is ‘more than capable’ of leading his side out of trouble after
they suffered a 4-1 defeat at home to Peacehaven & Telscombe
in the Southern Combination Premier Division last Saturday.
Despite their poor form, Walsh is certain he is the right man for
the job. He said: “Obviously the results are not where we’d like to
be. “I’m a very optimistic person, I want to be competing and
doing as well as possible, but it’s important to remember that we
were fighting relegation last year and at the moment we’re in a
similar position.“We are competing with these sides, it’s just, at
the moment, the results and the scorelines aren’t quite falling for
us and that’s probably the hardest thing to take.”He continued:
“We know our time is going to come but our targets now have to
change. We know what we need to do to make sure we get out
of this predicament. “I’ve done it before and I’m more than
capable of doing it again. We’ve got enough quality to get
ourselves out of trouble. ”Peacehaven & Telscombe went ahead
after 23 minutes when Cheeseman headed home Jake
Legrange’s delivery from close range. The Tye added a second
two minutes after the break when Ford got onto the end of
Okorougo’s cross to fire home. Loxwood responded in the 49th
minute with an effort from the edge of the box but Capon soon
restored the visitors’ two goal lead, firing in Cameron Wiltshire's
cross. Capon then sealed the win, tucking in his second with 11
minutes remaining. Loxwood are at home to 13th-placed AFC
Uckfield Town on Saturday (November 23).
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2019/20 U23 LEAGUE 
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2019/20 PLAYER STATS
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MEET SOME OF THE SQUAD

Liam Matthews Marcus Dackers

Josh Courtney Zac Beda

Luke Floyd Tom Colbran



MEET SOME OF THE SQUAD

Josh Hawkes Luke Brodie

Spencer SlaughterSam Smith

Clayton Garner Bradley Campbell-Francis







The OakmenThe Magpies
THE TEAMS
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Officials today
J Gidman / J Storrie / M Morris 

Phil Hawkins 

Samuel Cooper

Matt Rodrigues Barbosa

Ryan Welch 

Tayler Maddock

Richie Welch (Capt)

Dee Okodje

Morgan Jenden

Matt Maclean

Liam Baitup

Bailo Camara

Ellis Cormack

Regan Smith 

Craig Norman

Tyler Pearson

Sam Scott

 

 

 

Liam Matthews

Karim Elmellas

Jason Dawson

Spencer Slaughter

Josh Courtney (C)

Clayton Garner 

Josh Hawkes

Luke Brodie

Sam Karl

Mark Goldson

Sam Karl

Suel Delgado

Liam Steers

Brian Toure

Luke Floyd

Marcus Dackers

Tyler D'cruz

 

 


